Poetry Month Choice Board

A place to read, listen, create and have fun with poetry.

Read & Listen
To Poetry

Poets.org
Poems for Kids

Welcome to
The Children’s Poetry Archive
Listen to the world’s best poetry read out loud.

Learn “Ingredients of a Poem” with Kwame Alexander

Create Magnetic Poetry

Use the Poetry Machine
to create your original poem.

Create your original poem below using Poetry Machine! Click on any of the poetry forms below to create that type of poetry. A (*) by the title means it is an editor’s favorite!

POETRY MACHINE

ABC Poem
Acrostic
Free Verse Poem
List Poem
Limerick
Lute
Quatrain
Quinain

*Animal Poem
*Haiku
*Non-Standard Poem
*Haiyi Poem
*Masque Poem
Sedoka

Best Friend Smile Poem
Best Friend Poem
Best Friend Poem
My Shadow Poem
Sennyu

Biography Poem
I Am Poem
Name Poem

Body Parts Poem
Don’t Understand Poem
Nature Personified

Girapht
I Remember

Color Poem

Concrete Poem

*Emotional Animal Poem

Lantern

*Pantoum

*Yes, That’s Me...